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Introduction
Gitga’at First Nation is early in the Treaty Negotiation process. We are at a stage of the BC Treaty Process called
“Negotiation of the Agreement In Principle,” which is like a first draft of a Treaty – it can and will be changed in
many ways before becoming a completed Treaty. The Gitga’at Agreement in Principle will be a good starting
point to learn about and consider what a Treaty might mean for Gitga’at First Nation.
Treaties mean a lot of changes for First Nations, some obvious and some subtle. Under a Treaty, First Nations
would have a different relationship with their own government, the governments of BC and Canada, and many
other organizations. They will be able to make laws that they couldn’t before. The Laws that First Nations can
make will be discussed in each chapter overview.
This guide will introduce Gitga’at members to the Gitga’at AIP, including the topics that a Treaty covers, from
forest resources to governance and fisheries to dispute resolution. The guide will support your learning and will
hopefully contribute to an open community conversation about what a Treaty is, what it intends to accomplish
and, most importantly, what it means to us.
This guide is presented in 4 major categories: 1) Who is involved in negotiating a Treaty?; 2) What are the essential
elements of a treaty?; 3) How far are we in the Treaty negotiation process?; and 4) Who is the Gitga’at First Nation
Treaty Team, and what role do they play?
1. Who is Involved in Negotiating a Treaty?
In British Columbia, a Treaty is a negotiated agreement between a First Nation, the Canadian government,
and the government of British Columbia. The Canadian Government has a lot of law making authority
over us because of the Indian Act but this also means they have a legal responsibility to use that authority
with the Aboriginal people’s interests in mind. This legal concept is known as a fiduciary duty to Canada’s
First Nations. This unique relationship with Canada means that Canada holds these powers or authorities
in trust, and they are obligated to exercise that legal authority for the benefit of First Nations people in
Canada. A Treaty moves that authority out of the hands of the Canadian Government and places it in the
hands of the First Nations instead.
The Government of British Columbia is included because under the Canadian Constitution, they have the
authority and responsibility to manage their natural resources and they hold Provincial Crown lands in
trust for the benefit of the general public. Under a Treaty, the Gitga’at First Nation will be able to make laws
about resources in the territory that we previously do not.
2. What are the Essential Elements of a Treaty?
The general elements of the Treaty will be: a) A complete description of Gitga’at’s Aboriginal Rights and
Title; b) A complete description of operational relationships with Canada, BC, and other organizations; and
c) A land and cash settlement.
a. In a legal sense, our Aboriginal Rights exist but are not defined. The Canadian Constitution says that
“Aboriginal Rights are recognized and affirmed,” but does not specifically describe these Rights. That
means that when we go fishing, which we call “exercising our Aboriginal Right to Fish,” we could be
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asked to prove who we are, why we are able to fish and potentially taken to court. This is because who,
what, when, where, why, and how we can fish are still being debated in Canadian Law. A Treaty would
clarify these laws - there would be less confusion about whether our fishing practices are legal or
illegal according to Canada.
b. G
 itga’at First Nation has relationships with a lot of governments and government service providers,
such as municipal governments, other First Nations, and social service providers, such as healthcare
and education. To exercise our independence, our relationships with these organizations must be
clearly defined so we know which laws we can make and how our laws relate to laws made by other
governments in Canada.
c. G
 itga’at First Nation will receive a land and cash settlement. The land settlement will come in different
forms, including areas called “Treaty Settlement Lands”. Treaty Settlement Lands will be the core lands
for Gitga’at First Nation. Other areas may remain as areas that we can express our Aboriginal Rights to
Hunt, Fish, and Gather, and contribute to the management of the environment. The cash settlement
will be paid out by Canada and BC over several years in annual increments.
3. How far are we in the Treaty Negotiation Process?
Gitga’at First Nation has been active in Treaty negotiation for several years and, although we’ve made a
lot of progress in the last 2.5 years, we are still early enough in the process that Gitga’at still has a lot to do
to make this a Gitga’at specific Treaty. Gitga’at First Nation is in stage 4 of the 6 stage BC Treaty Process:
the negotiation of an Agreement in Principle. The Agreement in Principle is the first opportunity in the
process to consider the terms of the Treaty. At this stage, the terms negotiated terms are not final, and the
agreement is a living document - if laws or opinions change, the agreement can change with it. This is the
stage that Gitga’at members and the Treaty team will start to work together to get a strong understanding
of what the Gitga’at Treaty will mean for Gitga’at members.
4. Who is the Gitga’at First Nation Treaty Team, and what role do they play?
The Treaty Team is a large team with many different roles and positions. There is a Lead Treaty Negotiator,
who does most of the Negotiation work and manages the treaty team. There is a Treaty Coordinator,
who supports the Lead Negotiator, contributes to the negotiation discussions, provides analysis of the
agreement and its many parts, and organizes treaty meetings.
There are also team members that provide mapping support. Mapping is done using Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) software, and provides Gitga’at First Nation members and staff visual
representations of our territory and how we use it. Much of the work to carry out this work has been fully
funded through a grant from Canada (See Treaty Related Measures section later in the guide).
Our Leadership, including the Hereditary Chiefs and elected Chief and Council, play an important role
in Treaty Negotiation. They lead the Nation’s strategic planning in relation to Treaty and through ongoing
discussions with the Treaty Negotiators, provide direction to the Treaty team. In this way, the Treaty
department works with leadership to make sure that Treaty is meeting Gitga’at’s short, medium, and long
term objectives. Finally, the role of the Treaty Team and the Leadership of the Gitga’at First Nation is to
build a strong ongoing consultation relationship with Gitga’at membership.
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The social, legal, and political features of our historic and current relationships with Canada and BC are very
complex. Clarifying these in the context of Reconciliation is an important objective of a Treaty. This information
will provide an introduction to the Treaty Process and the issues that are addressed in a Treaty. We hope that the
information provided here will provide Gitga’at members with a place to start sharing knowledge, learning and
talking together about Treaty.

The Six Stages of the Treaty Process
The BC Treaty Process is a 6-stage process designed to guide British Columbian First Nations through their
individual treaty making journeys with the governments of Canada and BC. The process is managed by the
BC Treaty Commission (BCTC), an organization that is independent of First Nations and Government. The
BCTC makes sure negotiations are productive, and encourages Gitga’at First Nation, Canada, and BC to follow
fair procedure. It also manages the funding arrangement between First Nations in the Treaty process and
government, and provides other supports to First Nations and government like mediation and facilitation.
Stage 1. Statement of Intent
During the Statement of Intent (SOI) stage, the First Nation informs the BCTC and the Federal and Provincial
governments of their interest in Treaty negotiations. The First Nation, Canada, and BC decide if they are ready to
negotiate. A First Nation’s Statement of Intent must describe their traditional territory, including a map.
Stage 2. Preparations for Negotiations
The First Nation, Federal Government, and Provincial Government prepare the materials and employees they
need for the negotiation process. The parties must be prepared to give a description of their interests, needs, and
goals for Treaty.
Stage 3. Negotiation of Framework Agreement
A framework agreement is like a table of contents of a treaty. It will outline the subjects to be negotiated, and
create a timeframe for stage 4 negotiations.
Stage 4. Negotiation of an Agreement-In-Principle (Gitga’at AIP)
Gitga’at First Nation is currently in Stage 4 - Negotiation of an Agreement in Principle (AIP). An AIP is like a
detailed overview of a Final Treaty (The Gitga’at Treaty). The details of the Gitga’at Treaty begin to be worked out,
including legal descriptions of our Aboriginal Rights and Title. The AIP can be very similar to the Gitga’at Treaty,
but not all issues described in the AIP will be agreed to. The AIP describes the specifics of Gitga’at First Nation’s
rights. This includes who, how, where and when our rights can be expressed. The AIP will also include maps that
show hunting, fishing, and gathering areas across the territory, and where we own land. Additionally, Canada and
British Columbia will provide a detailed land and cash offer for the Nation to consider and negotiate. Just like the
AIP, the land and cash offer is a work in progress and is still under intense negotiation. In Final Treaty negotiations,
it is certain that the land and cash aspect will be different than at the AIP stage.
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During negotiation of the Gitga’at AIP, Gitga’at First Nation, Canada and BC identify where there are agreements
and disagreements, building a roadmap for Final Treaty Agreement negotiations.
Any major disagreements that can’t be sorted out in AIP will carry over into the following stage of negotiations,
Stage 5 - Negotiation of a Final Treaty. Gitga’at First Nation (GFN) is not obligated to enter into Negotiation of the
Gitga’at Treaty after we complete the Gitga’at AIP. The Gitga’at AIP is not legally binding, which means that the
agreement can and will be changed in Final Treaty negotiations. Agreement to conclude the AIP in order to move
into Final Treaty negotiations does not mean that Gitga’at is then obligated to agree to all the terms in the AIP.
Final Treaty negotiations will deal with outstanding issues from the AIP and also allows GFN, Canada or BC to
introduce new interests if necessary.
The conclusion of the Gitga’at AIP will allow the Gitga’at First Nation a look at an early draft of the essential
elements of what will eventually become the Gitga’at Treaty. A completed AIP is seen by many First Nations as
an important step towards fully understanding the risks and benefits of concluding a Treaty. Equally important,
the completed AIP allows us to work together to identify any key Gitga’at interests that may have been missed or
need to be changed in AIP and that will be negotiated further in Final Treaty negotiations.
Stage 5. Negotiation of Final Treaty (Gitga’at Treaty)
Stage 5 is the stage where any major differences and outstanding issues in the AIP are addressed in detail,
including land, money, and Rights.
Stage 5, The Negotiation of a Final Treaty (Gitga’at Treaty), concludes with Gitga’at, Canada, and BC signing the
completed agreement. This indicates that they believe the Negotiation of the agreement is concluded. Gitga’at,
BC, and then Canada must each go through their own process to signify that Final Treaty is approved by their
membership. In Gitga’at’s case, the community will begin an exhaustive process to decide in favor or against the
Treaty. This process will end in a vote to accept or reject the Treaty. All Gitga’at eligible Gitga’at voters will have the
opportunity to vote on whether to approve the Treaty or not. If members of Gitga’at First Nation approve of the
Gitga’at Treaty by voting in favor of it in a referendum, then it will be implemented over a number of years, and the
Treaty process will move on to Stage 6. If the Gitga’at Treaty is not approved in the referendum, the Gitga’at Treaty
will not be implemented.
Stage 6. Implementation of a Treaty
A Treaty is an agreement that defines Gitga’at First Nation’s Aboriginal Rights and Title, our government’s
relationships with other governments and organizations, and a cash settlement. Implementation is the
process that puts this agreement into action by forming a government, drafting laws to govern the actions of
the government with rights to managing land and marine resource, and establishing relationships with other
governments and organizations. Though some changes will happen quickly, others will take a long time.
Education about the Treaty will continue throughout the implementation process to make sure that members
understand what the Treaty means for them and the First Nation.
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Chapter Overview
The Agreement in Principle (AIP) negotiation gives the Gitga’at First Nation the opportunity to review all the issues
that arise in Treaty.  It’s also a first chance for Gitga’at, Canada and BC to set out many of the key objectives they
want to accomplish through Treaty negotiations.
The following sections provide descriptions of all the topics that will be negotiated with Canada and BC through
the Gitga’at Treaty negotiations, including the general categories of General Issues, Lands, Governance, Resource
Management, Harvesting Rights, Fiscal Relations, and Procedures. Each of these general sections will be broken
down into subject specific chapters of the Treaty. For example, Resource Management has Forest Resources,
Water and Subsurface Resources chapters in it. The following are summaries of all the chapters in the Treaty.

A Note to the Reader
An important idea to understand when thinking about the Treaty is that governments are run using laws. To do
almost anything, Canada, British Columbia, and Gitga’at First Nation must have a law that allows them to do it. In
the last 60 years in Canada, it has become more and more clear that First Nations have not been given their fair
share of law making ability. A Treaty is an agreement that clarifies which areas of law that we should be able to
make laws in. You will see that some paragraphs in the Treaty give Gitga’at First Nation the opportunity to make
laws. Where it says this, Canada or British Columbia used to have the right to make laws, and that Right has
been passed to Gitga’at First Nation. If we become a Treaty First Nation, then we will start making laws, and our
government will be able to act in the way that those laws allow us to.
At some time, Canada, BC, and Gitga’at will probably try to make laws about the same thing, because we all
believe that we have the right to make a law. The Treaty has identified areas of law where this could happen, and
solves the problem by saying that one of Canada, BC, or Gitga’at First Nation have priority over that area of law.
The Laws of the government that is named in that part of the Treaty will be the laws that the other governments
must follow.

General
Definitions
Many of the words used in a Treaty have meanings that could be understood differently by different people. It is
important that the meaning of words used in the Gitga’at Treaty be clear and consistently understood by whoever
reads the Treaty in years to come.
For example, the word Consult (or Consultation) has a very specific meaning, and is used regularly through the
Treaty. In everyday language, to Consult means to ask for advice. In the Treaty, the word has been defined to
address the way communication occurs, including timelines and who to communicate with. Like the Treaty itself,
it is important that the definitions we use in the Treaty represent the way in which these words are understood by
all three Parties, Gitga’at, BC, and Canada.
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General Provisions
The General Provisions chapter outlines laws that apply to the entire Treaty to tie all the Chapters together.
The General Provisions Chapters is a bit like the frame of a house, and the chapters are the walls, furniture,
and appliances. Without the frame, the components of the house are just a collection of stuff. As with a Treaty,
without the General Provisions Chapter, the other chapters would be disconnected from each other.
For example, this chapter describes how the entire Treaty is legally protected by the Canadian Constitution, that
the Indian Act will no longer apply if a Treaty is signed, and that the Treaty is a full and final settlement of Gitga’at
Aboriginal Rights. Without the General Provisions chapter, every chapter in the Treaty would have to make these
same statements. In Treaty, the General Provisions chapter is a bit like the glue that holds a book together.
Just as with a book, without the glue and binding to hold the pages together, without the General Provisions
chapter holding the Treaty together by providing guiding principles, the Treaty becomes a collection of chapters
disconnected from each other.

Lands
In both Canadian and Indigenous law, different lands were understood to have many different uses. These
different uses created a need to manage them in different ways. For example, if there is a good hunting area that
Gitga’at people depend on, then we would want to make sure that a shopping mall could not be built there. The
lands chapters outline which lands Gitga’at First Nation will manage and how we will manage those lands. In
these chapters, you will be able to find maps of lands and rules about how they can be managed.
Some common lands categories that will be addressed in this Treaty are Gitga’at Lands, Resource Management
Areas, and Crown Lands. On Gitga’at Lands, Gitga’at First Nation has Title, meaning that have law making
authority over a large spectrum of ways that land can be managed, such as whether it is public or private and
how the resources can be managed. Resource Management Areas may have the condition that we are able
to express our Aboriginal Rights in the area, such as hunting and fishing, and that we are able to contribute to
decision making, but we do not own the territory. Crown Lands are lands that are managed exclusively by the
Government of British Columbia, but we do not have decision making authority on the lands. We may, however,
exercise our Aboriginal Rights on the land.
Gitga’at Treaty Lands
Gitga’at Treaty Lands, also known as Treaty Settlement Lands (TSL) are the Lands that will be permanently
transferred to the Gitga’at First Nation during the Treaty implementation process. Gitga’at Treaty Lands have
the widest range of management rights. This means that Gitga’at First Nation will be able to do many things
with these lands, including designate them as public lands, protected areas, or resource development areas,
among other things. These management rights will be greater than they have been in the past, but just as is
true everywhere in Canada, they may still be restricted by some Federal and Provincial Laws. The Gitga’at Treaty
Lands chapter defines exactly where Gitga’at Treaty Lands are, and the legal tools to manage the land.
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Land Title
To keep a record of all Gitga’at Lands after a Treaty is implemented, Gitga’at will likely use an existing provincial
lands ownership registry called the Torrens system. The Torrens system of land registration is a secure system
that is designed to register all transactions in relation to land and land ownership to avoid confusion about who
owns land and any tenures, licences, or other category of land ownership that may be on it. This system will
account for Gitga’at First Nation public lands, other land use rights, and could account for personal land holdings,
such as homes and the property they are built on if the decision is taken that individual Gitga’at members will be
able to own portions of Gitga’at Land.
Roads and Rights-of-Way
The movement of people and goods, primarily on or, in the case of a LNG pipeline, adjacent to roads, can also
be managed. Roads and Rights of way are usually public and most of the roads on Gitga’at Treaty Settlement
Land will be treated as public. However, Gitga’at will also be able to identify some roads as private, especially
where this is considered preferable or necessary for the protection of sites of cultural or spiritual significance. The
Treaty defines who has the responsibility of building and maintaining the Roads and Rights-of-Way on Gitga’at
Lands, and who can use them. The chapter explains that roads on Gitga’at Lands will be owned by the Gitga’at
First Nation, but Crown Corridors will be managed by British Columbia. Rights-of-Way and Crown Corridors can
include highways and rail lines.
Access
Many different people will want to Access Gitga’at Lands for many different reasons. For example, some people
will want to access Gitga’at Lands for recreation purposes, such as kayakers. We may want to allow them to
experience the territory, but we may not want them to have access to projects on our territory such as a hydroelectric project. Conversely, we may not want to have utility company employees looking all around our territory
whenever they want to, but we will want them to have access to utilities when that’s necessary if they are broken
or need maintenance, in which case they will need to notify GFN. The access chapter sets out the rules for nonGitga’at people and groups accessing Gitga’at Lands – when, for how long, and why they are accessing the lands.
Though Treaty Lands will be owned and managed by the Gitga’at First Nation, general access to the land will
remain open to the public except to Gitga’at Lands we have designated as private lands.
Gitga’at Governance
Gitga’at people have governed themselves for a very long time, but the way we do this has changed a lot.
Traditionally, we lived on the land with our house groups, and made political decisions with others through our
clans. Our hereditary leaders made decisions about managing the resources on our territory with the help of
our people, making sure that we had plenty in the years to come. We made decisions together about who our
leaders should be, how to manage crime, and what our relationships with our neighbours should be. Governance
has changed a lot since that time, and in addition to all of the traditional practices we maintain, we now have to
consider our democratically elected leaders, relationship with education, healthcare, social work, safety, and
justice providers. In a Treaty, these relationships need to be defined, and the Gitga’at Governance chapters will
set out the details of these relationships.
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Self-Government
The Indian Act has defined how we govern ourselves since 1876. Every major decision about governing the band
council makes must be given approval by the Canadian Government. This gives the Canadian Government legal
and political authority over the Gitga’at First Nation, especially decisions on reserve.
The Self-Government chapter of the Treaty describes how this relationship will change, giving our own
government authority over its decisions. Like the Canadian Parliament and the BC legislature, we will have
our own law-making process, and we won’t need another government to sign off on our decisions. With that,
this chapter sets out how our government will be structured, and creates rules for making our government
accountable to the law and to the people.
The Gitga’at First Nation also has relationships with other groups that are essential for the health and operation
of our First Nation. This includes our relationships with service providers of health, safety, culture, education,
business, social work, and justice.
Local Government
All governments have relationships with other local and regional governments, including our First Nation
neighbours. These relationships are a healthy part of being a Nation because we are not politically, socially,
or economically isolated from any of these groups and Nations. For example, if the regional district of Kitimat
was willing to offer us waterworks utility services, and it was in our interest to do so, we would want to be able
to make an agreement with them for that service. This chapter makes legal space for our government to enter
agreements with neighbouring First Nations, villages, and city governments.
Culture and Heritage
Gitga’at people have a constitutionally protected Aboriginal Right to practice our culture and heritage. For this
reason, we will be afforded the legal space to make laws about our Culture and Heritage in Treaty. The Culture
and Heritage chapter sets out the laws that we will be able to make, which include educational regulations for
language and culture, and Gitga’at artifacts and archaeological remains.

Resource Management
As we all know, the Gitga’at territory is amazingly abundant with the resources that have sustained our people for
generations. Our people have come to know these resources better than anyone else, and we have managed
them carefully for as long as we have been here. Throughout the 20th century, the governments of Canada
and British Columbia exercised an increasing amount of control over these resources. Like other First Nations
across Canada, we have fought legal cases defending our Aboriginal Rights so we could be a greater part of the
resource management process in order to continue to care for the territory. We have come a long way since we
began that legal fight, and we have greater management rights over resources in our territory than we have for a
long time. The Resource Management section of the Treaty would describe and protect our Aboriginal Rights that
relate to land and resource management, and the specific details of how we can express our Aboriginal Rights
are detailed in each of the chapters.
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Environmental Assessment and Protection
The Environmental Assessment (EA) process is a process designed to evaluate the impacts that an industrial
or commercial project might have on the environment. Scientists of all sorts, as well as people that may be
impacted by the project, are invited to participate in the process. First Nations people, including the Gitga’at First
Nation, are an important part of the process because our Aboriginal Rights are often impacted by the project.
Not all projects require an environmental assessment though. Many projects are actually too small, like a permit
to build a family home or to install a new septic system.
For larger projects, like a resource development or industrial project, the impacts on the environment and on
Gitga’at First Nation rights would trigger either a Federal or Provincial Environmental Assessment process. The
EA chapter defines our role in the process and assures that Gitga’at First Nation will continue to have a real role
in assessing a project’s impacts to our rights, title and other interests. We will also be able to affect how a project
will proceed, in some cases even whether it will proceed at all and we’ll be able to significantly influence the
conditions for a project to be approved.
Parks and Planning
Provincial and Federal Parks are a land management tool that governments can use to protect lands and
resources. For example, if our Government identified a sensitive spirit bear habitat, we might want to protect
that area by restricting the sorts of activities, including resource extraction, that could go on in the protected
area. There are already many Parks and other kinds of protected areas (Conservancies for example) in Gitga’at
Territory and these provide protections to lands, plants, marine life, and other animals from people and
resource development.
The Parks and Planning chapter defines how Gitga’at Members and the Gitga’at Government are involved in park
management and the public planning process. It is important to the Gitga’at First Nation that we have a significant
if not lead role in the cooperative management relationship of the parks in GFN territory with the Government of
British Columbia and, if there’s ever a federal park, with Canada.
Water Resources
Just like forestry, mining, hunting, and fishing, fresh water is a resource that requires management and, within
Gitga’at Territory, should be collaboratively managed by both BC and Gitga’at. The water resources chapter deals
with the use of fresh water from streams, lakes, and underground water including water conservation measures
when necessary. Water used for drinking water, Industrial and commercial uses is managed like land resources
- a government may issue a license for a company, government, or person to use a specified amount of water.
As a part of the Treaty, depending on the source of the water licence request, Gitga’at will have some authority to
manage water use.
Forest Resources
Forestry has been a big industry in Gitga’at Territory for many years. The Government of BC has acted as
the owner of the Forest Resources in our territory, and Gitga’at First Nation has had a limited role in their
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management. The Forest Resources chapter explains that we would own the Forest Resources on Gitga’at
Lands. This means that we can manage all aspects of forestry on Gitga’at Lands including, where we don’t want
to harvest or replant trees, charge fees for the harvesting of our Forest Resources by contractors and others.
Although we will own the resources, our use and management of the forest resources on Gitga’at Lands must
meet or exceed standards for the environmental and forestry practices currently in place. We also share forest
health and wildfire responsibility with government.

Harvesting Rights
Traditionally, the way our harvesting practices were managed happened very differently than it does now. Our
leaders would gather harvesting information from harvesters, and make sure that our resources were not over
harvested and different animals were kept in balance with each other. Since that time, we have had less input
on how the harvest of wildlife, migratory birds and fish is managed, with the Governments of British Columbia or
Canada having complete authority. We have continued to harvest plants, animals, birds, and fish as a matter of
exercising our Aboriginal Right to harvest, but this has not allowed us to manage the resources as we should be
able to. It is important for Gitga’at to exercise resource management, and in these chapters, the government has
made legal space for Gitga’at members to harvest and for the Gitga’at Government to manage the harvest.
Wildlife
Wildlife, such as moose and deer, are an important part of Gitga’at life, and it is important that we continue
to be able to harvest wildlife in our territory. This chapter sets out our Aboriginal Right to Harvest Wildlife, and
describes the Gitga’at First Nation can make laws to manage the wildlife in the territory. Some laws, such as
Wildlife conservation laws, will remain in place, and the Gitga’at First Nation will work with the government
to find the best approach to conservation. This chapter also sets out Gitga’at First Nation’s role in other wildlife
management activities and their regulation, such as Guide outfitter licenses and Angling guide licenses in
the territory.
Migratory Birds
We also have the Aboriginal Right to Harvest Migratory birds, such as ducks and geese. Like Wildlife, the Gitga’at
First Nation will have the right to harvest Birds in Gitga’at Territory, and to trade the birds that we harvest. We will
play a role in developing laws for the conservation of migratory birds, and because Migratory birds often spend
time in other countries, we will have a role in international agreements about the conservation of birds that come
to our territory.
Gathering
A variety of plants are important for the Gitga’at. We use plants for food, medicine, and even our art. We have the
Aboriginal Right to Gather these plants, but that also comes with the responsibility to manage how these plants
are gathered. Our Aboriginal Right to Gather Plants will include gathering, trading, and selling Plants that have
been gathered by Gitga’at First Nation or its members. This includes items made from the Plants that have been
harvested. For example, a cedar hat made from cedar harvested in Gitga’at territory could be traded or sold. Just
as with Wildlife and Migratory Birds, we will share a role in the management of Plants with the Government.
Gitga’at Treaty – AIP Explained
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Fish
Canada is re-evaluating their approach to Fisheries in Treaties and they have declined to participate in the Fish
chapter of the Treaty at this time.

Fiscal Relations
Canada has declined to participate in the Fiscal Relations chapters while they are undertaking a National policy
review of the fiscal relationship with First Nations.
Capital Transfer
The phrase, Capital Transfer, is used to describe the money to be paid annually to Gitga’at for a number of years
(to be negotiated) through their Treaty as part of the total value of the Treaty.
Tax
How taxes will or won’t apply to Gitga’at and how that tax money will be used by Gitga’at to be used by the
Gitga’at Government for the benefit of all Gitga’at members.
Fiscal
This part of the Treaty deals with how Canada will continue to support a number of existing programs and
services, new programs as well as including a calculation of the costs associated with running the new Gitga’at
Government that will be provided by Canada every year.

Procedural Chapters
The Gitga’at Treaty will change a lot from the old, Indian Act government, and these changes must be considered
carefully. These changes will be guided by procedures set out in the Treaty, making sure that Gitga’at First
Nation, Canada, and BC act in an open and fair way while these changes take place. Some of these changes
will take place early only, such as determining who is a Gitga’at member, how to approve the AIP and the
ratification process (A formal way of approving the agreement) for the Gitga’at Treaty, and how the relationships
between Gitga’at, Canada and BC will change in moving from life under the Indian Act system to life after Treaty.
Dispute resolution is another procedural chapter and guides how disagreements or conflicts in interpreting or
implementing the Treaty will be worked through together.
Eligibility and Enrolment
Just as there are rules about who is an Indian under the Indian Act, there will be rules about who may become
a member or treaty beneficiary under the Treaty. The Canadian government made the rules about who is an
Indian, but in the Treaty, the Gitga’at First Nation will be able to make these rules rather than the Canadian
Government. There are a number of ways to consider the question of who will benefit from the treaty as a Gitga’at
person. The Eligibility and Enrolment chapter will describe how a person will be determined to be Gitga’at, and
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various processes for making sure that all those who should be enrolled (rather than registered as happens
under the Indian Act) are enrolled and what happens if someone gets missed or feels they should have been
enrolled but weren’t.
Ratification
In order to approve or reject the Treaty after the negotiations are completed, at least 50% plus 1 (person) of the
people eligible to vote must vote in favor of the Treaty. Between now and that day there will be plenty of time for
Gitga’at First Nation members to consider their choice. The Ratification chapter outlines the procedures for this
vote. If Gitga’at members approve the Treaty, British Columbia and Canada will then have to ratify the treaty by
passing it in their elected government bodies - the legislative assembly and parliament.
Implementation
The implementation chapter outlines the process for making the transition from being an Indian Act government
to a self-governing First Nation under Treaty. This chapter will guide the activities that will be necessary to
be ready for us to form a government, make a number of laws, and make a number of decisions related to
land and resource planning and management. In order to make sure that this process is followed and that all
three governments are ready for the day the Treaty comes into effect, the rules set out in this chapter it will be
monitored by committees with members from Gitga’at First Nation, Canada and British Columbia.
Dispute Resolution
Sometimes, there are disputes that arise between the Gitga’at First Nation and other governments or bodies
about the meaning of some parts of the Treaty. If the dispute isn’t easily resolved, it will find its way to a
process called dispute resolution. The dispute resolution chapter defines how a dispute will be fairly and
predictably resolved.
The Dispute resolution process advances in 4 stages. For the 1st stage, the parties will begin by trying to resolve
the dispute informally. If the issue is not resolved, they will advance to the 2nd stage, and try to formally negotiate
a resolution. If that doesn’t work, then a neutral person or group will be selected to facilitate and resolve the issue
in the 3rd stage. Finally, for the 4th stage, if the issue is still unresolved, a judge will decide on the best resolution,
which is known as arbitration.
Transition
The Indian Act determined how we could manage the wills and estates of Gitga’at members, the assets of the
Gitga’at First Nation, and the community bylaws. This chapter outlines how the wills, estates, and assets, of the
Gitga’at First Nation and its people will be transferred to our treaty government. This chapter also states that
the bylaws that Gitga’at First Nation made while under the Indian Act will transition to the Gitga’at First Nation
Treaty government.
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Amendment
If Gitga’at First Nation, Canada, or British Columbia don’t like the way a specific aspect of the Treaty is operating,
they may propose to change it. If the 3 governments agree to change the Treaty, they will decide on the exact
wording of the change, and Gitga’at First Nation will have the opportunity to vote on the proposed change. The
Amendment chapter details how that process would happen to make it fair and predictable.
Approval of the Gitga’at Agreement in Principle (AIP)
To move from the 4th Stage of the BC Treaty Process - the negotiation of the Gitga’at AIP - to the 5th stage of the
BC Treaty Process - the Negotiation of the Gitga’at Treaty (Final Agreement), the Gitga’at AIP must be approved by
the Chief Negotiators for Gitga’at First Nation, British Columbia, and Canada. The AIP is not legally binding, which
means that the Treaty is still a living document that can be changed.
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Other Treaty Projects
In addition to working on the terms of the Treaty, Gitga’at First Nation is also busy with other projects. One such
project is called a Treaty Related Measures (TRM) Project, which is a project that is funded by a grant from
the Government of Canada for First Nations that are involved in the Treaty process. The TRM we are currently
working on is a Land and Marine Areas of Interest project. This project has provided Gitga’at First Nation Treaty
funding to compile scientific, social, and historical data into an Atlas of maps. Gitga’at First Nation will be able to
use this Atlas of maps to develop a stronger land and marine decision making process. This project has brought
Evan Stewart and Jessel Bolton into the treaty team. Evan is the lead project manager for the project, and Jessel
is a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) mapping trainee.
Gitga’at Treaty has the opportunity to apply for other TRM’s in the future so that Gitga’at First Nation can build the
capacity to make strong decisions about Treaty.
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Contact Information
Paul Paterson
Treaty Negotiator
604-352-8226
Corbin Greening
Treaty Analyst
778-884-0595
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